Aligned to the
Common Core
State Standards

Coaching every student to be a winning writer!

Improve Student
Writing One
Paragraph at a Time!
“A bout one-quarter of students
perform at the Proficient level
in writing.”
— The Nation’s Report Card™, Writing 2011
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There is clearly a gap between where students are and where they need to be
in order to be effective writers for college and the workplace.
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) outline what it means to be a literate
person in the 21st century and provide rigorous standards for reading, writing,
speaking, listening, and language. Students are required to master a range of skills
and applications, write from sources, form arguments, practice informational writing,
and use multimedia and technology.
Pearson helps you meet this challenge with Prentice Hall Writing Coach. This
groundbreaking, fully digital and interactive writing and grammar program is aligned
to the CCSS and built with innovative and engaging technology tools that provide

data-driven instruction, personalized coaching, and targeted
feedback to produce independent and powerful writers.
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Meet the Coaches
Jeff Anderson taught
reading and writing for almost
20 years. He is the author
of Everyday Editing and
Mechanically Inclined.

Kelly Gallagher is a high
school English teacher. He has
published Teaching Adolescent
Writers as well as the DVD
Improving Adolescent Writers.

Evelyn Arroyo is a contributing author
for Writing Coach and founder of A+RISE,
Research-based Instructional Strategies for
ELLs (English Language Learners).

Meeting the Common Core State Standards
Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language

SPEAKING AND LISTENING STANDARDS
• Enhances speaking and listening skills through collaborative writing 		
assignments and activities that require conversations and build upon 		
others’ ideas for deeper comprehension
• Provides robust and varied opportunities for presentation of knowledge
and ideas through strategic digital media and formats appropriate to task,
purpose, and audience

Cover 100% of the Standards
WRITING STANDARDS
• P rovides in-depth, research-based instruction, support, and
practice for all prescribed writing modes, including argumentative,
informative/explanatory, and narrative writing
• Personalizes learning with an interactive paragraph and essay
scorer and unmatched technology resources to produce and
publish writing
• Supports research writing including succinct, inquiry-based
research projects, research reports, and writing to sources
• Offers multiple writing opportunities for extended activities
needed for research, reflection, and revision as well
as shorter timed and on demand writing activities

Preparing
Students to be
College and
Career Ready
Make Your Writing Count
provides collaborative based
writing tasks that culminate in
a group presentation.

Writing process lessons on argumentative writing using
the six traits evaluation rubric

Provides immediate,
personalized feedback
and instruction for
EVERY student

Comprehensive
Research Writing chapter

• Gives comprehensive grammar instruction and support for complete 		
mastery of English grammar, usage, and mechanics
• Provides knowledge and application of language and conventions of 		
standard English in different contexts including choices for meaning and style
• Reinforces important vocabulary needed for comprehension with Lesson 		
Openers, Word Banks, Mentor Texts, and Writing for Media extensions

Online, assessment-driven grammar practice creates a personalized
study plan for every student.
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Short “Extend Your Research”
projects lead up to the research unit.

Writing for Media provides practical
applications for 21st Century Writing skills.

LANGUAGE STANDARDS

Immediate
feedback and
remediation

Online Research Companion

21st Century
Learning Rubrics
provide teachers
with feedback
guidance on
collaboration,
creative thinking
and use of media.

Grammar mini-lessons,
based on the top 20 errors
found in college freshmen
writing, help improve and
polish student writing.

More than 2000
practice exercises for
every grade level

PHWritingCoach.com
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Personalized Coaching for Every Student
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Program Organization
“Writing well is not just an option
for young people—it is a necessity.”

Uniquely Organized for
Student Success

Writing Next: Effective strategies to improve
writing of adolescents in middle and high schools.
Alliance for Excellent Education
© 2007 Carnegie Corporation of New York

Writing Coach is organized into two sections: one for WRITING
and one for GRAMMAR. This flexible, two-part organization
makes it easier to focus on the instruction students need.

Covers argumentative,
informative/
explanatory, and
narrative writing

WRITING

GRAMMAR

CONTENTS IN BRIEF

W RITING

WRITING GAME PLAN
1 You, the Writer
2 Types of Writing
3 The Writing Process

GRAMMAR

Writing without
grammar only goes
so far. Grammar
and writing work
together. To write
well, grammar skills
give me great tools.

GRAMMAR GAME PLAN

CORE WRITING CHAPTERS
Compare-and-Contrast Essay
Humorous Skit
Technical Newsletter
Writing for Assessment

6 Fiction Narration

9 Persuasion

Science Fiction Short Story
Sci-Fi Film Trailer
Dramatic Scene
Writing for Assessment

7 Poetry and Description
Free Verse Poem and Lyric
Poem
Multimedia Presentation of
a Collection of Images
Travel Blog
Writing for Assessment

W
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Op-Ed Piece
Public Action Day at Your
School
Advertisement
Writing for Assessment

10 Response to Literature
Review of a Short Story
Advertisement for a Story of
Your Choice
Movie Review
Writing for Assessment

11 Research

GRAMMAR

Informational Research
Report
Press Conference Script
Online Consumer Report
Writing for Assessment

12 Workplace Writing

Friendly Letter
Letter of Opinion
Letter of Request
Research Report on Activities
for Kids
Set of Instructions
Writing for Assessment

www.phwritingcoach.com

Interactive
Graphic Organizer

Interactive
Model

19 Phrases and Clauses

16 Prepositions

20 Effective Sentences

21 Using Verbs

23 Making Words Agree

22 Using Pronouns

24 Using Modifiers

Online
Journal

Resources

Video

RI

Drafting

8/3/10 10:11 AM

Publishing

Color-Coded
Writing Process
The highly visual organization
makes it easy to find information.

Handbooks
Glossaries
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• Grammar Tutorials
• Grammar Practice
• Grammar Games

0132531410_ii-vii.indd vii

Grammar Chapters

vii

6/4/10 7:26 AM

In the GRAMMAR section, students learn the rules
and conventions of grammar, usage, and mechanics.
Revising

Editing

STUDENT RESOURCES

26 Capitalization

www.phwritingcoach.com

Writing Coach Online
Students receive personalized guidance
and support for their writing.

W

Prewriting

In the WRITING section, students learn
strategies, traits, and skills that will help
them become better writers.
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18 Basic Sentence Parts

15 Adjectives and Adverbs

25 Punctuation

Writing Chapters

W

17 Conjunctions and Interjections

14 Verbs

MECHANICS

0132531410_ii-vii.indd vi

WRITING

13 Nouns and Pronouns

USAGE

H

Interactive
Writing Coach™

Major Grammatical
Errors and
How to Fix Them

Grammar without
writing is only a
collection of rules,
but when these rules
are put into action as
I write, the puzzle
comes together.

CORE GRAMMAR CHAPTERS

8 Exposition

Personal Narrative
Script for a Personal Narrative
Event Letter
Writing for Assessment

20

Find It
FIX IT

4 Sentences, Paragraphs, and Compositions

5 Nonfiction Narration

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Writing Coach Online
Students view grammar tutorials, practice grammar
skills, and play grammar video games.

G

Comprehensive
instruction for
grammar, usage,
and mechanics

GRAMMAR

PHWritingCoach.com
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Personalized Coaching for Every Student
Writing Process Online

Essay Scorer
Students get specific feedback at the essay
level on the six traits of writing. Teachers can
also set the essay scorer to evaluate student
work on a 4 or 6 point scale.

Extend Writing Instruction
Support Online
Writing Coach Online offers a full digital system that stands alone
or supports the print materials. The system provides personalized
feedback and coaching for students as they write.
Provides opportunities
for peer interaction
and collaboration

Tips From
Your Writing
Coach
Strategies help
students improve
their writing.

Paragraph Feedback
W
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Experience Writing Coach Online
at PHWritingCoach.com
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A Writing Coach EXCLUSIVE! Students get
specific feedback at the paragraph level
and may resubmit drafts multiple times.
3 Types of Paragraph-Level Analysis
1. Topic Focus
2. Topic Development
3. Organization

Feedback Topic
Students select a writing trait to
learn more about their score.

PHWritingCoach.com
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Personalized Coaching for Every Student
Grammar Online

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Video
Let the Writing Coaches teach
key grammar skills anytime.

Target Just the Grammar
Skills Students Need

Online Grammar Practice

Based on the results of online diagnostic tests, Writing Coach Online automatically
assigns targeted instruction and practice for grammar, usage, and mechanics.
Each student receives just the right amount of instruction.

Assessment-driven grammar practice
creates a personalized study plan for
every student. Feedback and remediation
are immediate.

Interactive Writing Coach™
Automatically assign targeted
instruction and practice.

Provides personalized
instruction for
language mastery
including practice with
conventions, language,
and vocabulary

Find It
FIX IT

This handy
guide will help you
find and fix errors
in your writing!

Grammar Game Plan

20
272

Major
Grammatical
Errors
and How to
Fix Them

Grammar Game Plan

Find It, FIX IT: Grammar Game Plan
0132529866_272-292_1st.indd 272

21/05/10 2:00 PM

Rigorous mini-lessons in the eText help improve and
polish student writing.

Grammar Center
Online resources provide personalized grammar
instruction, practice, activities, and tutorials.

Grammar Tutorials
Students gain grammar mastery
from engaging interactive tutorials.

8

All-In-One Grammar Workbook
Available online and printable for every lesson,
this resource provides additional practice for
grammar, usage, and mechanics skills.

PHWritingCoach.com
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Personalized Coaching for Every Student
Differentiated Instruction

Differentiate Instruction
and Practice for EVERY Student

Personalized writing tutor for students
Provides personalized feedback on
the traits of writing.

Evelyn Arroyo Writing Coach

Analyzes each student’s writing
at the paragraph level.
Assesses ideas and topic support.
Automatically adjusts instruction and
assignments for students individually.

Working with ELLs
Support ALL four levels of
English language proficiency.

3
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STUDENT
BOOK

Using Writing Coach Online™ or the
student book, students refer back
to the Mentor Text or Student Model
for examples of writer’s craft.

5

Writing
Journal

Students record answers
to questions about writer’s
craft in their online journals
or notebooks.

6
Students submit revised drafts to
the Interactive Writing Coach™ for
scoring and feedback, or share
their work with their teacher.

vising Feature Assignment Revising Feature Assignment Revising
Focus on Craft: Consistent Point of View

W

Your audience will be confused if you don’t have a consistent
point of view in your review of a short story. Many reviews are
written in the first-person point of view, using words such as I
and we. Other reviews are written in the second-person point of
view, using you and your, or in third-person point of view, using
he, she, and it.
Think about point of view as you read the following example from
the Student Model.

STUDENT MODEL

page 202; lines 5–8

Try It!

R
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• What point of view does the author of the Student Model use?
Why might that be a good choice for a review of a short story?
• Why might a change in point of view confuse the reader?

Students receive customized
feedback from the Interactive
Writing Coach™ or feedback from
their teacher.

Interactive
Writing CoachTM
Below Level Students complete the

Video
Learn more strategies for effective
writing from program author Kelly
Gallagher.

Try It!

Online Journal

revising process by submitting their writing
for scoring and feedback.

On Level Students complete the revising
process by submitting their writing for
scoring and feedback.

Above Level Students finish revising their

Record your answers in the
online journal.

Interactive Model
Refer back to the Interactive Model
as you revise your writing.

Now, ask yourself these questions:

Differentiated Instruction

FEEDBACK

Personalized Support

H

www.phwritingcoach.com

from Gary Soto’s “Seventh Grade”:
Something We Can All Relate To

You’ll laugh as you read about the things Victor does to get a girl
named Teresa to notice him. This story is about what happens
when you pretend to be something you are not.

Interactive
Writing Coach

TM

Revise your draft and submit it for
feedback.

Fine-Tune Your Draft

drafts. They have the option of submitting
their revised drafts for scoring and/or
feedback.
FEEDBACK

Teacher or Peer
Feedback

To provide feedback to students as they
continue to revise their first draft, ask or
have student partners ask one another the
following:

Scaffold learning and challenge
students in your classroom.
Additional instruction and
scaffolding for:
• Below-Level Students
• English Language Learners
• Spanish Speakers
Rigorous enrichment and
extension activities for:
• Above-Level Students
• Gifted and Talented Students
• Pre-AP Students

• What are you trying to say here? What part
of the text could you replace to make your
meaning clearer?

Apply It! Use the revision suggestions to prepare your final draft
after rethinking how well questions of purpose, audience, and
genre have been addressed.

• Is there a more precise word you could
use here?

• Use Consistent Point of View Avoid changing point of view
within paragraphs or from one paragraph to the next.

Point of use notes in the
Teacher’s Edition provide
strategies that help
Spanish-speaking students
master key writing and
grammar concepts.

Interactive Writing Coach™

Contributing Author and Founder
of A+RISE

Writing Coach helps you differentiate instruction and practice
with on-the-spot teaching strategies and targeted resources.

Reach Spanish Speakers

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

“Rich, colorful cultural life
experiences are unique
and can easily be painted
through words.”

• How does the rhythm of these sentences
sound to you? Could you make the length
and structure of these sentences more
varied?

• Improve Sentence Structure Break or combine sentences
to achieve a variety of sentence structures such as simple,
compound, and complex.
Peer Feedback Show your final draft to a group of your peers
and ask if your evidence supports your main idea. Listen carefully
to their ideas and make revisions as needed.

• How could you include transitional words
and phrases here to help your reader
understand these ideas?
Revising

213

• Are there details you could add here to
make this part come alive?

Differentiated Instruction
RTI Strategy for Below-Level Students
If students need to revise simple retellings in
order to include analysis, ask them some of
these questions: What does the character’s
action tell you about the character? How
does that action make you feel? How would
the story be different if the character made a
different choice here?

Enrichment for Gifted/Talented
Students Challenge students to deepen
their reviews by referencing other works that
relate to their short story in some way. For
example, they might refer to other stories by
the same author, stories in the same genre,
or stories with similar themes, settings,
or plotlines. Have them comment on the
strength or weakness of their story by
referencing how these other stories use the
same elements.

T213

0132537214_T196_T221.indd T213
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PHWritingCoach.com
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Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies
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Writing Process
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All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Interactive Model
Listen to audio recordings
of the Mentor Text and
Student Model.

Scaffold Instruction with Mentor
Text and Student Models
Exemplary writing models provide rigorous examples of the
genre featured in each chapter. Students discover how
effective writing is done. Small chunks of text make the
lessons highly manageable and focused.

Online Journal

“We need to teach our students to read like
writers and to write like readers.”

Provides rigorous models,
step-by-step instruction,
and practice for writing to
task, purpose, and audience

Kelly Gallagher Teacher; Author, Writing Coach

ntt Model Op-Ed Piece Student Model Op-Ed Piece Student Model
RI

Op-Ed Piece

Looking for a Pet?

Learn From Experience

Student Model Op-Ed Piece
e Studentt Model Op-Ed Piece Studentt M

shelter to introduce the issue: the overcrowding at
an animal shelter. The detailed description is an
effective lead that captures the reader’s attention.

Try It!

Which adjectives did the
author use in the first three sentences
to help readers create a strong visual
image of an animal shelter?

2 The thesis presents the author’s main
message and persuasive argument by naming
the issue and stating the author’s viewpoint.

10

15

Try It!

Does the author establish a
clear thesis or position? What issue or
problem does she describe, and what
solution does she suggest?

20

3 The author offers three persuasive
arguments for the need for people to adopt
pets from shelters.

Try It! Based on these arguments and
the author’s purpose, who would you
say is her targeted audience? Explain.
Extension Find another example
of an op-ed piece, and compare it
with this one.
174

25

30

STUDENT MODEL

Interactive Model
Listen to an audio recording of the
Mentor Text in the eText. You can
refer back to the Mentor Text
whenever you need support in
developing your own writing.

1

5

STUDENT MODEL

H

@www.writingcoach.com
www.phwritingcoach.com

by Cindy Trumbore

Answer the Try It! questions
online or in your journal.

R

Maiden Point Shelter is overflowing with cats and dogs.
Every cage and kennel is filled to capacity, and heartrending
meows and barks come from extra cages lining the hallways.
The shelter is at its most overcrowded since it was opened
in 1993. 2 There is a simple solution to the overcrowding
at Maiden Point Shelter: more people in our area need to
adopt pets, rather than buying them. Yet judging from the
“designer” pets we see on the streets of our town, the public
seems strangely unconvinced of this fact.
There are two main reasons for the problem, according
to Biz Raleigh, the director. First, we had a mild winter, so
more cats were outside. As a result, there are more litters of
kittens now. There is another surprising reason, however, for
the overcrowding. Raleigh has noticed a direct link between
the number of mortgage foreclosures in our area, and the
number of pets that get brought to the shelter. When people
lose their homes, they are often forced to find housing that
doesn’t allow pets. 3 In fact, Raleigh says that in the past
six months, Maiden Point received nearly 200 cats and dogs
alone. That’s a 100% increase over the previous six months.
“We’re at the point where we’ll have to start putting
unadoptable animals down to make room for the ones with
a better chance,” Raleigh says, sighing. “I really don’t know
why people looking for a pet don’t come here first.” 3 She
points out that pets from pet stores have often been raised
in unclean, unhealthy, crowded conditions, especially dogs
from so-called “puppy mills.” In contrast, the shelter pets
are spayed and neutered, and treated for problems such as
heartworm and fleas, before they are adopted out.
3 People especially need to open their minds to adopting
older pets, she says. Some people assume that when they
get an older pet, they will have to “undo” the bad habits it

Try It!

35

40

45

50

55

learned from a previous owner. However, Raleigh says
that just the opposite can be true. 4 “An older pet is often
much more used to small children and is housebroken
compared to a kitten or puppy,” she says.
If you have never owned a pet, consider getting one from
Maiden Point. There are many benefits, starting with your
health. A study done at the State University of New York at
Buffalo in 2001 found that dog and cat owners with high
blood pressure who were in stressful job situations had
lower increases in pressure than people without pets.
There is a very practical reason to consider adopting
from the Maiden Shelter. A “designer” dog or cat can easily
cost $500 to $800. At Maiden Point, says Raleigh, for a
mere $100 you can get a cat or dog that is already spayed
or neutered, a month’s supply of pet food, a safety collar or
flea collar, and a free check-up with a veterinarian. In case
you have your heart set on a certain breed, Raleigh says that
many popular breeds, such as labs, beagles, and Siamese
cats, occasionally turn up at the shelter.
5 So if you’re pet-shopping, make Maiden Point Shelter
(555-555-2000 or www.maidenpointshelter.org) your first
stop. You can fill out a short application, get your references
checked, and go home with a pet the same day. The shelter
is open weekdays from 9:00 to 5:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 10:00 a.m. through 3:00. The pet you save will reward
you with many years of love, gratitude, and good health.

Persuasive Writing

Mentor Text
• A professional model guides 		
students’ writing.
• Numbered notes and highlighted
text focus on the key features
of the writing genre under study.

30

Online Journal

Answer the questions about
the Mentor Text in the online journal.

TRAFFIC
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4 The author describes the benefits of owning
older pets. These details provide answers to reader
counter-arguments about adopting older animals.

5 In her conclusion, the author includes a

clear call to action by inviting readers to help
solve the problem.

Try It!

Why do you think the author
included a telephone number and Web
site in her call to action?

35
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what you read. Identify places where the
student writer uses characteristics of an

by Xander Johnson
effective op-ed piece.

Use a Writer’s Eye

Use a Reader’s Eye
20

+
–
?
!

25

freeways, we can practice simple courtesy, allowing
cars in when they clearly need to enter. Department

Reader’s Response Symbols
1
I strongly agree with this.

10

Persuasive Writing

21/05/10 6:45 PM

0132531410_170-195_FINAL.indd 176

I strongly disagree with this.
I have a question about this.

21/05/10 6:46 PM

Wow! That is cool/weird/
interesting.

• Set expectations with real-world peer models.
• Help students respond as a reader and writer.

but also for our family as we sit at home waiting
for her. Frequently, we end up eating dinner on our
Writer’s Response Symbols
own because she 2gets home too late to join us.
Model
177
Clearly
stated
thesis
C.T.Traffi
c is more
than
an inconvenience. Student
According
to the Department of Transportation, the average
P.A. Strong persuasive arguments
commute time one way has expanded from twenty
or thirty
minutes
as much as three hours per
S.E.
Effective
andtocredible
day. As
a result of
all this time on the road, we are
supporting
evidence
using up too much fuel and polluting the airways.
Good responses
to readers’
C.A.
By showing
people what
they can do to decrease
counter-arguments
the amount of traffic and giving them incentives to
make changes, we can fix the traffic problem.
First, each of us can explore mass transit options,
and useCOLLEGE
them. Employers
can help by promoting
AND CAREER READINESS
four-daySTANDARDS
workweeks and staggering work hours.
People Reading
object(A)(5)
to carpooling,
but many
will not
Analyze the presentation
of
the strength
and quality If
of we write to
if there information
is a tax and
incentive
involved.
evidence used by the author, and judge the
our legislators,
we can the
make
this happen.
coherence and logic of PHWritingCoach.com
presentation and the
credibility
the argument.
Finally,
onceofwe
are on those traffic-snarled
freeways, we can practice simple courtesy, allowing

0132531410_170-195_FINAL.indd 177
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Student Model
20

Partner Talk

Collaborate with a partner to
express your opinions and
share your responses to the
Student Model. Take2 notes

Writer’s Response Symbols
C.T. Clearly stated thesis

“Traffic isthe
justpiece
one as
of a
life’s
inconveniences.
Now evaluate
writer.
On
P.A. Strong persuasive arguments
Sure,
it’s
frustrating,
but
what
you
really
do
and credible
your copies of the Student Models, can
useS.E.
theEffective
supporting evidence
aboutResponse
it?” This Symbols
was howto
myreact
mom
responded
to
Writer’s
toC.A.
Good responses to readers’
my
question
about
the
traffi
c
she
encounters
on
counter-arguments
what you read. Identify places where the
5
her daily
commute
to work. Theoftraffi
student
writer
uses characteristics
an c not only is
a
frustration
for
her
as
she
sits
in
her
car waiting,
effective op-ed piece.

your copy of the Student
Model,
usework
the
four-day workweeks
and staggering
hours.
People object to carpooling, but many will not
Partner Talk
Reader’s Responseif there
Symbols
toinvolved.
react
towrite to
is a tax incentive
If we
legislators, we can make this happen.
Collaborate with a partner to
what
you read. ourFinally,
express your opinions
and
once we are on those traffic-snarled

175

“A mentor text is any text that can teach
a writer about any aspect of writer’s
craft, from sentence structure to quotation
marks to ‘show don’t tell.’”

40

15

share your responses to the
Student Model. Take notes
and discuss responses that
were the same for both of
you, and that were different.

Mentor Text

Interactive Model

10

Try It!

The author uses a quotation
to address reader counter-arguments.
Do you think stating someone’s exact
words might help to convince the
reader? Why or why not?

of Transportation studies
of so-called “synchronicity”
www.TXWritingCoach.com
www.phwritingcoach.com
show that a courteous approach keeps traffic
flowing faster than fighting for position. As a final
Interactive Model
step, we should provide financial incentives for
Listen to an audio recording of the
people who choose to live close enough to their
Student Model in the eText. Use the
Reader’s and Writer’s Response
work that they can commute on foot or by bicycle.
Listen to an audio recording of the Symbols with the eText tools to note
Next time you are sitting in a traffic jam, remember
what you read.
that it notStudent
only affects the
people on
road.eText.
Traffic Use the
Model
inthethe
keeps people from their families and creates more
Reader’s
and
Writer’s
Response
stress. It also creates more stress on the environment.
Each of usSymbols
has to ask ourselves
can do tools
to
with what
thewe
eText
to note
solve this problem. We need to make these changes.
what you read.
Now evaluate the piece as a writer. On
My mom has started taking the train home from
your copies of the Student Models, use the
work. She gets home earlier, and now the time that
Writer’s Response Symbols to react to
used to be spent in traffic is spent at home with us.

There Is Something You
Use a Writer’s Eye
Can Do About TRAFFIC

5

35

Jeff Anderson Teacher; Author, Writing Coach
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Op-Ed Piece

Student Model aloud. As you read,
Is Something
You
of the
Transportation
studies ofThere
so-called
“synchronicity”
practice newly acquired vocabulary by
correctly
producing
the
word’s
sound.
Ask
show
that a courteous approach
keeps
traffic
Can Do
About
yourself if you find the writer’s arguments
convincing.faster
Identify the evidence
that
the
flowing
than
fighting
for position. As a final
writer uses to support
his
ideas.
With a small group, take turns
reading
by Xander Johnson
step, we should provide financial incentives
for
the Student Model aloud. As you read,
people
who
choose
to
live
close
their
“Traffic enough
is just one of life’sto
inconveniences.
Use a Reader’s
Eye newly acquired
practice
vocabulary
byreally do
frustrating,
but what can you
work
thatthethey
canOncommuteSure,
onit’sit?”foot
bicycle.
about
This wasor
howby
my mom
responded to
Now, reread
Student Model.
correctly
producing
the
word’s
sound.
Ask
my question about the traffic she encounters
on
your copy of the Student Model, use the
hera
daily
commute
work. The
traffic not only is
Reader’s Response
Symbols
react tositting in
Next
time
youtoare
traffi
c tojam,
remember
yourself
if
you
find
the
writer’s
arguments
a frustration for her as she sits in her car waiting,
what you read.
that it not only
affects Identify
the people
theas we
road.
but also for on
family
sit at home
waitingc
convincing.
the our
evidence
thatTraffi
the
for her. Frequently, we end up eating dinner on our
Response Symbols
keepsReader’s
people
from
their
families
and
creates
more
own
because
she
gets
home
too
late
to
join
us.
writer uses to support his ideas.
+ I strongly agree with this.
Traffic is more than an inconvenience. According
stress.
It also creates more stress
on ofthe
environment.
to
the
Department
Transportation,
the
average
– I strongly disagree with this.
commute time one way has expanded from twenty
Each
of us has to ask ourselves
what we can do to
or thirty minutes to as much as three hours per
? I have a question about this.
day.
As make
a result of allthese
this time onchanges.
the road, we are
solve
this
problem.
We
need
to
Wow!
That
is
cool/weird/
!
using up too much fuel and polluting the airways.
interesting.
showing
peoplehome
what they can
do to decrease
My mom
has started taking By
the
train
from
the amount of traffic and giving them incentives to
changes,
we can
fix thetime
traffic problem.
work. She gets home earlier,make
and
now
the
that
First, each ofModel.
us can explore
mass transit options,
Now, reread the Student
On
used to be spent in traffic is and
spent
home
with
us.
use them.at
Employers
can help
by promoting
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Op-Ed Piece

With a small group, take turns reading

Look No Further Than
Maiden Point Shelter

Read the op-ed piece on pages
174–175. As you read, take notes to
develop your understanding of basic sight
and English vocabulary. Then, read the
numbered notes in the margins to learn
about how the author presented her ideas.

1 The author wrote a description of an animal

W

NG COA
ITI
C

TING COAC
H

ntt M
Model Op-Ed PieceWStudent Model Op-Ed Piece Student Model
Student Model Op-Ed Piece
e Studentt Model Op-Ed Piece Student

Op-Ed Piece
e Mentor Textt Op-Ed
Op Ed Piece
Pie
ecce
e Mentor Text Op
Op-Ed
Ed
Mentor
Mentor
Piece
e Text
M Op-Ed
Op Ed Piece
e Mentor Text
Te
ext Op-Ed
Op E Piece Mentor Text

MENTOR TEXT

Answer questions about
the Mentor Text in the
online journal.

25
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Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies

W

Writing Process

Write one paragraph at a time and
submit for detailed feedback. Or, write
and submit the entire draft.

Develops and
strengthens student
writing with easy to
remember strategies

Students can review the Revision RADaR
strategy online and then resubmit their
paragraph or essay for instant feedback.

Interactive Graphic Organizers
Use the Interactive Graphic Organizers
to help narrow the topic.

Drafting Feature Assignment Drafting Feature Assignment Draft
i
ftting
Feature Assignment Drafting Feature Assignment Drafting

Drafting

Start Your Draft

During the drafting stage, you will start to write your ideas for
your op-ed piece. You will follow an outline that provides an
organizational strategy that will help you build on ideas to
write a focused, organized, and coherent op-ed piece.

While drafting, aim at writing your ideas, not on making your
writing perfect. Remember, you will have the chance to improve
your draft when you revise and edit.

The chart shows an organizational strategy for an op-ed piece.
Look back at how the Mentor Text follows this organizational
strategy. Then, use this chart to help you outline your draft.

√ Start by drafting a lead, the opening sentences that grab your
readers’ attention.
√ Continue to build your introduction by telling readers what to
expect in the rest of your op-ed piece. Include a clear thesis
statement.

Grab Your Reader

II. Body

See Mentor Text,
pp. 174–175.

• Persuasive arguments
• Logically organized supporting evidence
• Reader concerns and counter-arguments
that are proven wrong or shown to be less
important than your arguments

III. Conclusion
III

See Mentor Text,
p. 175.

• Restatement of position
• Memorable ending, such as a call to action

182

• A lead is an interesting opening that
grabs readers’ attention. A lead can ask
a question, use an anecdote from your
research, present a hypothetical situation,
or provide a strong detail.

√ Shape the body of your op-ed piece by logically organizing
your ideas.

• A thesis states your position on the issue
so that your audience knows what you are
supporting.

0132531410_170-195.indd 182
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• Writing one paragraph for each argument
and its supporting evidence allows readers
to easily follow your points. Don’t forget to
address opposing views.

www.phwritingcoach.com

Interactive Model
Outline for Success View pop-ups of
Mentor Text selections referenced
in the Outline for Success.

Interactive
Writing Coach

• Restating your position, echoing the
language of your thesis statement, will
help cement it in readers’ minds.

There Is Something
You Can Do About TRAFFIC

0132531410_170-195_FINAL.indd 183

This highly visual organizational
strategy guides students through the
drafting process for all writing modes.

When I asked my mom about the traffic she
encounters on her daily commute to work, she
told me that it’s an avoidable inconvenience that
she needs to put up with. The traffic is not only an
inconvenience for her as she sits in her car waiting,
but also for our family as we sit at home waiting
for her. Frequently, we end up eating dinner on our
own because she gets home too late to join us.

Does the introduction
grab my audience?

Traffic is more than an inconvenience. As a result
of all the time drivers spend on the road, we are
using up too much fuel and polluting the airways.

Does my thesis
statement clearly
identify the issue and
my purpose or opinion?

First, each of us can explore mass transit options,
and use them. Employers can help by promoting
four-day workweeks and staggering working hours. If
we write to our legislators, we can make this happen.

Drafting

8/3/10 12:00 PM

ST

By showing people what they can do to decrease the
amount of traffic and giving them incentives to make
changes, we can probably lessen the traffic problem.

√ Finish on a powerful note by making a call to action or a
forceful statement that will leave your audience thinking.

• Call on your audience to take some
kind of action. Make your call to action
a concrete suggestion, naming people,
places, events, and activities.

183
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“Traffic is just one of life’s inconveniences.
Sure, it’s frustrating, but what can you really do
about it?” This was how my mom responded to
my question about the traffic she encounters on
her daily commute to work. The traffic not only is
a frustration for her as she sits in her car waiting,
but also for our family as we sit at home waiting
for her. Frequently, we end up eating dinner on our
own because she gets home too late to join us.

Read part of the first draft of the Student Model “There Is
Something You Can Do About Traffic.” Then look at questions
the writer asked himself as he thought about how well his draft
addressed issues of audience, purpose, and genre.

TM

Use the Interactive Writing Coach
to receive the level of support you
need:
• Write one paragraph at a time and
submit each one for immediate,
detailed feedback.
• Write your entire ﬁrst draft and
submit it for immediate,
personalized feedback.

√ End with a strong conclusion that restates your position and
leaves readers convinced that your ideas are right.

Wrap It Up

There Is Something
You Can Do About TRAFFIC

Kelly Gallagher, M. Ed.

√ Remember to support opinions with facts and to use
transitional words such as first, next, and finally to tie
paragraphs together.

• Ordering the paragraphs from least to most
important will help you build your argument
toward the most persuasive point.

Now look at how the writer applied Revision RADaR to write an
improved second draft.

Now that you have finished your first draft, you are ready
to revise. Think about the “big picture” of audience,
purpose, and genre. You can use your Revision RADaR as
a guide for making changes to improve your draft. Revision
RADaR provides four major ways to improve your writing:
(R) replace, (A) add, (D) delete, and (R) reorder.

√ Include paragraphs that consider and respond to other views
by answering readers’ questions, concerns, and counterarguments.

Build Your Case

Drafting

Revising: Making It Better

H

√ Develop a focused paragraph for each argument and its
supporting evidence.

Persuasive Writing

Outline for Success

W

vising Feature Assignment Revising Feature Assignment Revising
Revising
g Featu
Feature Assignment Revising Feature Assignment Revis

Use this checklist to help you complete your draft. Use the graphic
organizer that shows your thesis, persuasive arguments, and
supporting evidence, and the Outline for Success as guides.

The Organization of an Op-Ed Piece

• Lead
• Clear thesis or position

H

Interactive Writing Coach™

Writing Coach provides a visual outline to get students
started with their drafts. The Revision RADaR strategy
helps writers tackle the most challenging part of the
process—revising.

See Mentor Text,
p. 174.

TING COAC

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Make Drafting and Revising
Easy to Apply and Remember

I. Introduction

RI

184

Traffic is more than an inconvenience. The
average commute time one way has expanded from
twenty or thirty minutes to as much as three hours
per day. As a result of all this time on the road, we
s.
are using up too much fuel and polluting the airways.
By showing people what they can do to decrease
the amount of traffic and giving them incentives
to make changes, we can fix the traffic problem.
First, each of us can explore mass transit options,
and use them. Employers can help by promoting
four-day workweeks and staggering working
hours. People object to carpooling, but many will
not if there is a tax incentive involved. If we write
to our legislators, we can make this happen.

Apply It!

Have I included
persuasive arguments?
Have I anticipated
and answered reader
counter-arguments?

Revision RADaR

RI

TING COAC

www.phwritingcoach.com

9

(

+
9

(

Replaced a
dull secondhand
description with a more
interesting quotation
and an explanation of it

Interactive
Writing Coach

TM

Use the Revision RADaR strategy in
your own writing. Then submit your
draft for feedback.

Added a fact about
A
the commute time
to better explain the
issue to my audience
Deleted the word
p
probably
and
replaced the word
lessen with the word
ﬁx in order to make
my thesis statement
more forceful
Added a possible
A
counter-argument
and a response to it

Use Revision RADaR to revise your draft.

• Then apply Revision RADaR to make needed changes.
Remember—you can use the steps in the strategy in any order.

Revising

Revising

Easy-to-remember revision strategies
help students polish their writing.
—Replace
—Add
—Delete
—Reorder

H

• First, determine if you have addressed the needs of your
audience, explained your purpose for writing, and included the
characteristics of the op-ed piece genre.

Persuasive Writing
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Online
Writing Coach

Students can review the
Revision RADaR strategy
online and then resubmit
their paragraph or essay
for instant feedback.

Writing Tutorials
14

View videos with strategies from
the authors of Writing Coach.

PHWritingCoach.com
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Organized for Ease of Use with
al Narrative
Make Your Strategies
Writing Count Personal Narrative Make Your Writing Count
Targeted
and Effective
P

W

Publishing Feature Assignment Publishing Feature Assignment -E
P
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Publishing

Give your op-ed piece a chance to change someone’s mind—
publish it! First, get your piece ready for presentation. Then,
choose a way to publish for the appropriate audience.

Wrap Up Your Presentation

21st Century Learning

Is your piece handwritten or written on a computer? If your piece
is handwritten, you may need to make a new, clean copy. If so,
be sure to write legibly. Also be sure that your title grabs the
reader’s attention and indicates your main idea.

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

TING COAC
I
R
H
W
Publish Your Piece

Use the chart to identify a way to publish your piece.

MAKE YOUR WRITING COUNT

Prepare Bring
Students
forNarrative
the to Life in a Script
Your Personal
21st Century Workplace

A personal narrative provides a window into a writer’s past.
Many movies are biopics—filmed stories based on real personal
narratives. Write your own biopic by turning a personal narrative
Writing Coach helps equip
students with skills
into a script to be acted out or filmed.
Provides opportunities for
future employers want. Project-based lessons build
using technology strategically
productivelycommunication,
in teams to prepare a script called “A Day in the
21st century skills, suchWork
as collaboration,
to produce writing,
Life” by assigning roles and giving one another feedback
as you plan,
collaborate with others, and
and media fluency.
write, and rehearse your script. Present your script
live
or
as
a video.
gather information

1. Choose group roles and set
al Narrative Make Your Writing Count
Personal Narrative Make Your Writing Count Make Your Writing Count
P
objectives.
Writing counts when it‘s engaging,
relevant, and connected to real life.
2. Review your personal R I T I N G C O A C H
W
Have students develop:
MAKE YOUR WRITING
COUNT
narratives.
Choose one that
Bring Your Personal Narrative to Life in a Script
• Web Sites
tells an interesting story aboutt
A personal narrative provides a window into a writer’s past.
• Film Trailers
Many movies are biopics—filmed stories
www.phwritingcoach.com
abased
dayon real
in personal
the writer’s life.
narratives. Write your own biopic by turning a personal narrative
Online Journal

Reflectscripts,
on Your Writing Record
3. Look online for model
your answers and ideas in the
online journal.
and follow the model for
script format.
Resource

Work productively in teams to prepare a script called “A Day in the
Life” by assigning roles and giving one another feedback as you plan,
write, and rehearse your script. Present your script live or as a video.
Here’s your action plan.
1. Choose group roles and set
objectives.
2. Review your personal
narratives. Choose one that
tells an interesting story aboutt
a day in the writer’s life.

Link to resources on 21st Century
Learning for help in creating a

groupon
project.
4. Create a script based
your
ng:
narrative by doing the following:

• Video Scripts
• Advertisements
• Research Reports
• Consumer Reports
• Music Reports
• Online Newsletters

• Breaking the narrative into separate scenes

3. Look online for model scripts,
and follow the model for
script format.

• Including dialogue to convey a clear and distinct perspective

4. Create a script based on your
ng:
narrative by doing the following:

• Providing stage directions that tell actors how to gesture

5. Assign group members to act out the script in a dramatic
Listening and Speaking
Record the reading on video, or present it live to the
• Providing stage directions that tellreading.
actors how to gesture
Teach communication skills
5. Assign group members to act out the script in a dramatic
class. You might also consider using an online
movie-making tool.
reading. Record the reading on video, or present it live to the
throughout the lessons.
• Breaking the narrative into separate scenes

• Including dialogue to convey a clear and distinct perspective

class. You might also consider using an online movie-making tool.

Listening and Speaking While rehearsing the script, give
each other feedback on vocal expression or gestures that would
enhance the presentation. Use specific details to describe and
explain your ideas. Increase the specificity of your details based
on the type of information you are delivering. When presenting
the script, remember to incorporate your peers’ feedback. Give
each audience member a copy of the script to follow along with,
and ask for comments on the script and its presentation.

0132531410_064-089.indd 85
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…then publish it by…

Students or adults at
school

• Reading it over the school public address system

People in your
neighborhood or city

• Submitting it to your local television news
• Submitting it to your town newspaper

Extend Your Research
• Brainstorm for several questions you would like to research
and then consult, or discuss, with others. Then decide which
question is your major research question.
swer these
• Formulate, or develop, a plan about how you will answer
tion—on the
questions. Decide where you will find more information—on
Internet, at the library, or through other sources.

www.phwritingcoach.com

ough with
• Finally, learn more about your topic by following through
your re
research plan.
T
The Big Question: Why Write? What is yourr point of
v
view? How did you determine if you convinced others?

Online Journal
190

Persuasive Writing
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Listening and Speaking While rehearsing the script, give
each other feedback on vocal expression or gestures that would
enhance the presentation. Use specific details to describe and
explain your ideas. Increase the specificity of your details based
on the type of information
you are 85delivering. When presenting
Make Your Writing Count
the script, remember to incorporate your peers’ feedback. Give
each audience member a copy of the script to follow along with,
and ask for comments on the script and its presentation.

Record research topics and
ideas in the online journal.

These short research
projects in the
publishing phase of
the writing process
give students
important practice
in research skills and
strategies.

Think more about the topic on which you wrote your op-ed piece.
What else would you like to know about this topic?

Reflect on Your Writing Record
your answers and ideas in the
online journal.

Online Journal

Extend Your
Research

• Posting your piece online and inviting responses

Writing
Writin
ng
g for Media
Resource

Here’s your action plan.

into a script to be acted out or filmed.

If your audience is…

Interactive Graphic Organizers
Plan projects and multimedia
presentations with graphic
organizers.

Resources
Link to resources on
21st Century Learning.

21/05/10 6:48 PM

Writing for Media
Med
di Writing for Media Writing
forfoMedia Writing for Media Writing for Media Writing for Media

Your Turn
Link to resources
on 21st Century
Learning for help in creating a
Advertisements
group project.

Writing for Media:
Advertisements
W

Create an Advertisement
Follow these steps to create your own ad. To plan your ad, review
the graphic organizers on pages R24–R27 and choose one that
suits your needs.

An advertisement is a persuasive message designed to sell a
product, service, or viewpoint. Advertisements, or ads, appear
in many forms of media. Print ads appear in newspapers and
magazines and on signs and billboards. Ads are also broadcast on
radio and TV, and posted on the Internet. When you understand
advertising techniques used to influence you, you can make better
decisions about buying or using a product or service, or ado
adopting
a viewpoint.

Prewriting

• Identify or make up a product or service to advertise.
• As you identify your target audience, anticipate the views and
concerns of your audience.
• Choose one of these mediums: a television commercial, or a
print or Internet ad.
• Invent a concept or main message for your advertisement and
build this message to create a slogan that provides a hook. Then,
list the claims you will make about your product or service.

Try It!

Study the picture and the text
ext
in the ad. Then, answer these
questions. Record your answers in your
journal.

• List art, music, images, or special effects you will use.
Consider using familiar images (a cowboy, a kitten, and so on),
situations (a picnic, a day at the beach, and so on), and words
or phrases to create your ad.

1. What product is this ad selling?
2. What is the concept or main message
behind this ad?

Drafting

3. An ad usually contains a hook—a
memorable slogan, attention grabbing
image, or catchy jingle. What is the
hook in this ad?

• For a television ad, write a script, the dialogue spoken by
actors. Indicate music and special effects in your script.
• For a print or Internet ad, use heads, or words set in larger
type, to grab readers. Feature your hook in one or more of the
heads. Lay out your ad to achieve an eye-catching look by
arranging pictures and text and selecting fonts or type styles
for the best effect.

4. Who is the target audience for this ad?
s
5. An ad makes claims about the benefits
s
of the product, service, or viewpoint it is
selling. What claims does this ad make??
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Try It!

Online Journal

Record your answers in the
online journal.

Interactive
Graphic Organizers
Choose from a variety of graphic
organizers to plan and develop
your project.

Partner Talk
Before you start drafting,
describe your ad to a
partner. Ask for feedback
about your plan. For
example, is your slogan
catchy? Monitor your
partner’s spoken language
by asking follow-up
questions to confirm your
understanding.

Revising and Editing
Review your draft to ensure that events or ideas are organized
logically. Make sure your concept is clearly presented. Take out
material that distracts from your message. Check that spelling,
grammar, and mechanics are correct.

6. Some ads use celebrity endorsements
by featuring a well-known person who
recommends the product. What wellknown person or figure is shown in
this ad? How does this person help
sell the product?

Publishing

Using text and graphics, make a video recording of your commercial
or create a poster for your print or Internet ad. Then, present it to
the class.

Extension Find another
example of an advertisement,
and compare it with this one.
192
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Writing for Media

21
Century
Learning

193
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Writing for Media
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Project-based assignments invite students
to explore media forms, and then
develop their own content.
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• Blogs
• Storyboards
• Documentary Scripts
• Multimedia Presentations
• Dramatic Scenes

8/3/10 11:48 AM

Make Your Writing Count
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Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies

W

ABCDs of On-Demand Writing

Edit your draft. Check it against
the rubric and then submit it for
feedback.

Practice
On-Demand
Writing
Online

Prepares students
for the demands of
the upcoming CCSS
assessments

Writing for Assessment

More Prompts for Practice

Many standardized tests include a prompt that asks you to write
a persuasive essay. Use these prompts to practice. Respond
using the characteristics of your op-ed piece. (See page 172.)

A ttack the prompt
B rainstorm possible answers
C hoose the order of your response

Apply It!

Try It! To begin, read the persuasive prompt and the
information on format and academic vocabulary. Use the ABCDs
of On-Demand Writing to help you plan and write your essay.
Format
The prompt directs you to write
a persuasive essay. Be sure to
include an introduction with a
clear thesis, body paragraphs
with supporting evidence, and
a conclusion that reinforces
your opinion.

• Identify an appropriate audience
• Establish a clear thesis or position
• Anticipate and respond to the views, concerns, and
counter-arguments of others

Persuasive Prompt

Your school board has announced
that it will fund a new sport next year.
Write a persuasive essay telling why
a sport you choose should be funded.
Support your opinion with examples
and facts.

• Logically organize your arguments and evidence so that they
support your viewpoint

Academic Vocabulary
Remember that an opinion
is a personal belief about
something. A fact is
something that actually
happened or can be proven.

• Differentiate between fact and opinion, and support all your
opinions with facts

Prompt 1 Imagine that your school has a new program. Students
who ride their bicycles to school receive points toward a service
award. Write a persuasive essay stating your position on this program.

The ABCDs of On-Demand Writing

Prompt 2 Imagine that your school principal is planning to
require that all students participate in cleaning up litter around the
building. Write a persuasive essay stating your position on this issue.

Before you write your draft:

A

ttack the prompt

[1 MINUTE]

Spiral Review: Expository Respond to Prompt 3 by writing an
expository essay. Your essay should include:

• Rewrite the prompt in your own words.

rainstorm possible answers

[4 MINUTES]

• Use one for each part of the prompt if necessary.

hoose the order of your response

[1 MINUTE]

• Think about the best way to organize your ideas.
• Number your ideas in the order you will write about them.
Cross out ideas you will not be using.
After you write your draft:

D

etect errors before turning in the draft

[1 MINUTE]

• Carefully reread your writing.
• Make sure that your response makes sense and is complete.
• Look for spelling, punctuation, and grammar errors.
194
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Interactive
Writing Coach

TM

Plan your response to the prompt.
If you are using the prompt for
practice, write one paragraph at a
time or your entire draft and then
submit it for feedback. If you are
using the prompt as a timed test,
write your entire draft and then
submit it for feedback

Remember ABCD
A ttack the prompt
B rainstorm possible answers
C hoose the order of your response
D etect errors before turning in
the draft

• A clearly stated purpose, or controlling idea

• Create a graphic organizer to generate ideas.

C

RI

essment Writing
g for Assessment Writing
g for Asse

• Circle or highlight important verbs in the prompt. Draw a line
from the verb to what it refers to.

B

W

Respond to Prompts 1 and 2 by writing persuasive
essays that influence the attitudes or actions of a specific
audience on a specific issue. As you write, be sure to:

Use the following ABCDs to help you respond to the prompt.

18

Write one paragraph at a time and
submit it for feedback. For a timed
test, write the entire draft and
submit it for feedback.

essment Writing
g for Assessment Writing
g for Assessment Writing for
for Assessment Writing for Assessment Writing for Assessment

This easy-to-remember
strategy aids students with
timed-writing assignments.

in the draft

H


Interactive Writing Coach™

More and more assessments, including the ACT and SAT,
require students to produce on-demand writing. Writing
Coach provides a quick ABCD strategy to help students
internalize this critical skill.

D etect errors before turning

TING COAC

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Teach Students the ABCDs
of On-Demand Writing

The ABCDs of
On-Demand Writing

RI

• A logical organization, including an effective introduction and
conclusion

Writing for Assessment
• A variety of sentence structures and rhetorical devices
• Clear transitions to link ideas and paragraphs

• Appropriate facts and details without any extraneous
information or inconsistencies

• Accurately synthesized ideas from several sources

SAT/PSAT/ACT Prep
Students practice the types
of writing they’ll find on
high-stakes tests, including the
Common Core assessments.

Many standardized tests include a prompt that asks you to write
a persuasive essay. Use these prompts to practice. Respond
using the characteristics of your op-ed piece. (See page 172.)
Prompt 3 Sleep is essential for all humans. Write an essay about
the effects of not getting enough sleep.

Writing for Assessment

21/05/10 6:48 PM
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To begin, read the persuasive prompt
and the
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Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies
Test Prep

Get Students Ready
for Assessment Writing for Assessment
for High-Stakes
Tests

Writing for Assessment

In every chapter, students practice for important standardized
tests. Use these opportunities to monitor students’ progress
Apply It! Respond to Prompts 1 and 2 by writing persuasive
and reteach material if needed.

More Prompts for Practice

W

• Identify an appropriate audience

www.phwritingcoach.com

• Logically organize
Interactiveyour arguments and evidence so that they
Writing Coach
support your viewpoint
• Logically organize your arguments and evidence so that they
• Establish a clear thesis or position

• Anticipate and respond to the views, concerns, and
counter-arguments of others
support your viewpoint

TM

Plan your response to the prompt.
If you are using the prompt for
practice, write one paragraph at a
time or your entire draft and then
submit it for feedback. If you are
using the prompt as a timed test,
write your entire draft and then
submit it for feedback

• Differentiate between fact and opinion, and support all your
opinions with facts

• Differentiate between fact and opinion, and support all your
opinions with facts

Prompt 1 Imagine that your school has a new program. Students
who ride their bicycles to school receive points toward a service
award. Write a persuasive essay stating your position on this program.

Remember ABCD
Prompt 1 Imagine
that your school has a new program. Students
A
Prompt 2 Imagine that your school principal is planning to
who
ride theirB bicycles to school receive points toward a service
require that all students participate in cleaning up litter
around the
building. Write a persuasive essay stating your position on this issue.
award. Write aC persuasive essay stating your position on this program.

Spiral Review: Expository Respond to Prompt 3 by writing an
expository essay. Your essay should include:

the draft

• A clearly stated purpose, or controlling idea

Requires students

Prompt 2 Imagine that your school principal tois write
planning
using to
• A variety of sentence structures and rhetorical devices
require
that
all
students
participate
in
cleaning
up
litter
around
• Clear transitions to link ideas and paragraphs
text evidence the
• Appropriate facts and details without any extraneous
building. Write a persuasive essay stating your position on this issue.
information or inconsistencies

• A logical organization, including an effective introduction and
conclusion

• Accurately synthesized ideas from several sources

Interactive
Writing Coach

TM
1 What change, if any, should be made in
sentence 1?
from Looking

www.phwritingcoach.com

3 What is the BEST way to combine
Pet?sentences 3 and 4?

Video
for a
Plan your response
to the
prompt.
A Change
who
to that
A Allison, who would appeal to all ages,
page 175; lines 54–55
Learn effective editing techniques
wanted to offer games and prizes.from program author Jeff
B Change
who to
whom
If you are using the
prompt
for
You can
fiChange
ll out awhose
shorttoapplication,
get your references
checked,
B Games
and prizes whose appeal to
all
Anderson.
C paragraph
whom
practice, write
one
at
a
ages, Allison wanted to offer.
and go Dhome
with a pet the same day.
Make no change
C Which would appeal to all ages, Allison
time or your entire draft and then
wanted to offer games and prizes.
2 How should
2 be revised?
Online Journal
submit it for feedback.
Ifsentence
you are
D Allison wanted to offer games and prizes
F Sal was the one that suggested we
that would appeal to all ages. Try It! Record your answers in the
Try It!
Tell
whether
each
sentence
is
simple,
compound,
using the prompt
asdecorate
a
timed
test,
with pumpkins.
online journal.
or complex.
Then
identify
the parallel structures in each
write your entire
draft
and
then
G Sal was
the one
who suggested we
4 How should sentence 6 be revised?
sentence. Write
the answers
in your journal.
decorate
with pumpkins.
F Carla was the volunteer which I assigned
submit it for feedback

MENTOR TEXT

H Sal was the one which suggested we
to organize hayrides.
Interactive Model
1. Marcella
is
athletic, musical, and artistic.
decorate with pumpkins.
G Carla was the volunteer whose Refer back to the Interactive Model
2. One sister
is was
interested
in becoming
a doctor, and the assignment
other is to organize hayrides I gave
J Sal
the one whose
suggested we
as you edit your writing.
with pumpkins.
her.
interesteddecorate
in becoming
a lawyer.

Apply It!

Remember ABCD
A

H Carla was the volunteer whom I assigned

Interactive TM
to organize
Edit your draft for grammar, mechanics,
and hayrides.
wasyour
the volunteer that assigning toWriting Coach
spelling. Use an electronic or print dictionaryJtoCarla
check
organize hayrides was clear.
Edit your draft. Check it against
spelling. If necessary, rewrite some sentences to ensure that you
the rubric and then submit it for
have used a variety of complete sentences that include parallel
feedback.
ttack the prompt
Test Warm-Up
311
structures.

B rainstorm possible answers
the of
rubric
to evaluate
your piece. If necessary, rethink,
order
your
response
C hoose the Use
0132531410_293-312.indd 311
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rewrite, or revise.

Spiral Review: Expository Respond to Prompt 3 by writing an
expository essay. Your essay should include:

Prompt 3 Sleep is essential for all humans. Write an essay about
the effects of not getting enough sleep.

Writing for Assessment

0132531410_170-195_FINAL.indd 195

the grammar skills section prepare

OA
T I N G Cstudents
for the Test Warm-Up.
CH
RI
W

www.phwritingcoach.com

rainstorm possible answers

hoose the order of your response

To learn more,

Grammar Mini-Lesson: Parallel Structures

ttack the prompt

D etect errors before turning in

Test Warm-Up
for GRAMMAR

The Fall Festival

Students practice the kinds

W

• Anticipate and respond to the views,
concerns,
and
of writing
they’ll find
on
counter-arguments of others high-stakes tests.

Respond to Prompts 1 and 2 by writing persuasive
essays that influence the attitudes or actions of a specific
audience on a specific issue. As you write, be sure to:

DIRECTIONS
Read the introduction and the passage that follows. Then, answer
the questions to show that you can identify, use, and understand the
function of relative pronouns in reading and writing.

(1) Mrs. Barnes was the teacher who chaired the planning committee and see Chapter 20.
whose classroom was our meeting area. (2) Sal was the one whom suggested
we decorate with pumpkins. (3) Allison wanted to offer games and prizes.
(4) The games
and prizes
appeal to means
all ages. (5)
Darnell
insisted
onsa
Using parallel
structures
in would
a sentence
that
equal
ideas
contest of bobbing for apples, which he said everyone would enjoy. (6) Carla
are expressed
in
words,
phrases,
clauses,
or
sentences
of
similar
was the volunteer that I assigned to organize hayrides. (7) The next day,
types. Study
the
following
sentence
from
Mentor
Text.
I looked
over
the notes that
I took during
the the
meeting.
(8) It was
clearNotice
the
festival
wouldparallel
be a success.
how the fall
author
used
structures for the three verbs.

OA
• Establish a clear
T Ithesis
C H or position
RI

Apply It!

TING COAC
H

Juana wrote this paragraph about planning the Fall Festival. Read the
paragraph and think about the changes you would suggest as a peer editor.
When you finish reading, answer the questions that follow.

Test Prep
Writing for Assessment
Writing
for Assessment
• Identify
an appropriate
audience
for WRITING
NG C

More Prompts for Practice

RI

ting Feature Assignment Editing Feature Assignment Checks
Editing
and Practices throughout

essays that influence the attitudes or actions of a specific
audience on a specific issue. As you write, be sure to:

for Assessment

Pronouns

Test Warm-Up

195

D etect errors before turning in

Rubric for Persuasive Essay: Op-Ed Piece
the draft
Ideas: How clearly are the issue and your position stated?

Rating Scale
Not very
1
2
3

4

Very
5 6

• A clearly stated purpose, or controlling idea

Organization: How organized are your arguments and
supporting evidence?

1

2

3

4

5

6

• A logical organization, including an effective introduction and
conclusion

Voice: How authoritative is your voice?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Word Choice: How persuasive is your word choice?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sentence Fluency: How correctly have you used parallel
structures to convey ideas?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Conventions: How correct are your sentence types?

1

2

3

4

5

6

21/05/10 6:48 PM

• A variety of sentence structures and rhetorical devices
• Clear transitions to link ideas and paragraphs
• Appropriate facts and details without any extraneous
information or inconsistencies
• Accurately synthesized ideas from several sources

Rubrics
Rubrics on the six traits of writing set
expectations for every mode and help
students review their own essays and
check
0132531410_170-195.indd
189 progress.

Customize Tests
Use ExamView® to administer
customized end-of-chapter assessments
and remediation including practice
grammar assessments and worksheets.
Editing

189

8/3/10 12:02 PM

PHWritingCoach.com
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Prompt 3 Sleep is essential for all humans. Write an essay about

21

Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies

W

Grammar

RI

TING COAC

H

All print materials available
online as interactive eText.

Grammar Tutorials

Grammar in Context Plus
Grammar in Depth

Develop grammar skills with
animated videos.

Grammar Practice
Focus on just the right
grammar skills.

Provides opportunities
for applying knowledge
of language in different
contexts

Writing Coach integrates grammar instruction in context
and provides separate grammar chapters for more
rigorous, in-depth instruction.

Grammar Games

Grammar Tutorials

Test grammar skills in a
fast-paced video game.

Students can brush up on grammar
skills with one-on-one tutorials.

In Context

In Depth

Editing Feature Assignment Editing Feature Assignment Editin
ting Feature Assignment Editing Feature Assignment Editing

Editing: Making It Correct

Using parallel structures in a sentence means that equal ideas
s
are expressed in words, phrases, clauses, or sentences of similar
types. Study the following sentence from the Mentor Text. Notice
how the author used parallel structures for the three verbs.

When you edit your work, you polish your writing and correct
any errors. Before editing your final draft, think about using
a variety of sentence structures, including simple, compound,
and complex sentences. In addition, check your use of parallel
grammatical structures within sentences. Then edit your draft by
correcting any factual errors and errors in grammar, mechanics,
and spelling.

MENTOR TEXT

Zoom in on Conventions Focus on sentence structures as you
zoom in on the following lines from the Mentor Text.
from Looking for
page 174; lines 1–5

from Looking for
page 175; lines 54–55

a Pet?

To learn more about
sentence structure, see
Chapters 18–20 of your
Grammar Handbook.

TING COAC

BASIC SENTENCE PARTS

H

Try It!

Zero in on subjects and verbs as you zoom in on these sentences
from the essay “The Eternal Frontier” by Louis L’Amour.

MENTOR TEXT

Online Journal

Th question
The
ti I am most often asked is, “Where is the frontier
now?” The answer should be obvious. Our frontier lies in outer space.

Record your answers in the
online journal.

Interactive Model

1. Marcella is athletic, musical, and artistic.
2. One sister is interested in becoming a doctor, and the other is
interested in becoming a lawyer.

Now, ask yourself the following questions:

Refer back to the Interactive Model
as you edit your writing.

Apply It! Edit your draft for grammar, mechanics, and
spelling. Use an electronic or print dictionary to check your
spelling. If necessary, rewrite some sentences to ensure that you
have used a variety of complete sentences that include parallel
structures.

• In the second and third sentences, what are the simple subjects
and simple predicates?

18 .1 The Basic Sentence

Interactive
Writing Coach

• What are the complete subjects and complete predicates in the
second and third sentences?
There are many kinds of sentences. Some are short; others are
long. Some
simple,
andin
others
are more
complex.
In orderand the
The are
simple
subject
the second
sentence
is answer,
to be considered
complete,
a sentence
havesentence,
two things:
simple predicate
is should
be. Inmust
the third
theasimple
subject subject
and a verb.
is frontier, and the simple predicate is lies. The complete

TM

Edit your draft. Check it against
the rubric and then submit it for
feedback.

The second sentence is a compound sentence because it has
more than one main clause.

Rubric for Persuasive Essay: Op-Ed Piece

Partner Talk Discuss this question with a partner:
Why do you think the author varied the sentence
structure in this passage?

Very

1

2

3

4

5

6

Organization: How organized are your arguments and
supporting evidence?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Voice: How authoritative is your voice?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Word Choice: How persuasive is your word choice?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sentence Fluency: How correctly have you used parallel
structures to convey ideas?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Conventions: How correct are your sentence types?

1

2

3

4

5

6

18.1.1

but it’s complex
for me!

The subject of a sentence is the word or group of words that
names the person, place, thing, or idea that performs the action
or is described. It answers the question Who? or What? before
the verb.

18.1.2
188

Persuasive Writing

Editing

189

EXAMPLES

Grammar Mini Lessons
0132531410_170-195.indd 188
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Practice your
grammar skills with

Writing Coach Online.
is lies in outer space.
Every sentence, regardless of its length, must have a subject and
Grammar Games
a verb. Grammar for Writers Make your
In the sentenceTest your knowledge
sentences shorter or longer by
of grammar in this
A complete
sentence
a subject and a verb and “History is my fast-paced interactive
working
with your contains
subjects and
favorite subject,”
expresses
a complete
predicates.
Think thought.
of your simple
video game.
history is the simple
subject and simple predicate
subject.
as the starting points of your
The Subject
sentences
and build
from there.
A sentence
must have
a subject.
Most subjects are nouns or
pronouns. The subject is usually, but not always, found near the
Well, it might be
beginning of the sentence.
simple for you,

Rating Scale

Ideas: How clearly are the issue and your position stated? Not very

The third sentence is a complex sentence because it has a main
clause and a subordinate or dependent clause, which is since
it was opened in 1993. A subordinate clause has a subject
and a verb but cannot stand alone as a complete sentence.

20

Grammar Practice

complete
subject
is our
and the complete predicate
The Two
Basic
Parts
offrontier,
a Sentence

Use the rubric to evaluate your piece. If necessary, rethink,
rewrite, or revise.

0132531410_367-396.indd 367
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Explore grammar rules embedded
in EVERY writing lesson.

367
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Mr. Levy lost his keys.

The keys are in his pockets.

Grammar Game Plan

Find It, FIX IT:
Grammar Game Plan
0132529866_272-292_1st.indd 272
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Teach strategies to correct and avoid
common grammatical errors.

The noun keys is the subject in the first sentence. It tells what is
lost. In the next sentence, the proper noun Mr. Levy tells who lost
his keys. The pronoun he in the third sentence tells who lost his
keys before.

Basic Sentence Parts

Grammar Chapters
0132531410_367-396.indd 368
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Major
Grammatical
Errors
and How to
Fix Them

The keys are lost.

He has lost his keys before.

368

This handy
guide will help you
find and fix errors
in your writing!

Grammar Game Plan
www.phwritingcoach.com

subject in the second sentence is the answer, and the complete
predicate is should be obvious. In the third sentence, the

Perhaps you said that the structure of each sentence is different.
The first sentence is a simple sentence because it has a single
main or independent clause. A main clause has a subject and a
verb and can stand alone as a complete sentence.

Find It
FIX IT

WRITE GUY Jeff Anderson, M.Ed.

Video
Learn effective editing techniques
from program author Jeff
Anderson.

Tell whether each sentence is simple, compound,
or complex. Then identify the parallel structures in each
sentence. Write the answers in your journal.

Now, ask yourself: Is the structure of each sentence the same
or different?

RI

www.phwritingcoach.com

a Pet?

Try It!

Maiden Point Shelter is overflowing with cats and dogs. Every
cage and kennel is filled to capacity, and heartrending meows and
barks come from extra cages lining the hallways. The shelter is at its
most overcrowded since it was opened in 1993.

W

Form well-crafted sentences in your writing by pairing carefully
chosen subjects and verbs.

You can fill out a short application, get your references checked,
and go home with a pet the same day.

WRITE GUY Jeff Anderson, M. Ed.

MENTOR TEXT

To learn more,
see Chapter 20.

Grammar Mini-Lesson: Parallel Structures

Customize your grammar plan with explicit
instruction and practice activities.

5/22/10 7:39 PM

PHWritingCoach.com
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Organized for Ease of Use with
Targeted and Effective Strategies
Research Writing
MySearchLab™
Provides instant access to thousands of
academic journals and is updated daily with
dynamic newsfeeds and current events.

Explicit and Flexible Support
for Research Writing

Online
Support for
Research
Writing

Multiple opportunities
to practice research skills
including real-world
applications

At every grade level, Writing Coach integrates research
activities and provides in-depth instruction. Flexible
resources support the research process.

In Context

In Depth

Publishing Feature Assignment Publishing Feature Assignment -E
P
Publishing Feature Assignment Publishing Feature Assignment -E
P

RESEARCH WRITING

Publishing
Publishing

Give your op-ed piece a chance to change someone’s mind—
publish it! First, get your piece ready for presentation. Then,
choose a way to publish for the appropriate audience.

Give your op-ed piece a chance to change someone’s mind—
Wrapit!UpFirst,
Your Presentation
publish
get your piece ready for presentation. Then,
Is your
handwritten
or written on
a computer?
If your piece
choose
apiece
way
to publish
for
the appropriate
audience.
is handwritten, you may need to make a new, clean copy. If so,
be sure to write legibly. Also be sure that your title grabs the
reader’s attention and indicates your main idea.

Wrap
Up Your Presentation
Publish Your Piece

Use the
chart tohandwritten
identify a way to publish
piece.
Is your
piece
oryour
written
on a computer? If your piece
is handwritten,
you…then
maypublish
needit by…
to make a new, clean copy. If so,
If your audience is…
Students
adults at legibly.
• Reading Also
it over the be
schoolsure
public address
be sure
toorwrite
thatsystem
your title grabs the
school
• Posting your piece online and inviting responses
reader’s
attention and
indicates your main idea.
People in your
• Submitting it to your local television news
neighborhood or city

• Submitting it to your town newspaper

Publish
Your Piece
Extend Your Research

Think more
aboutto
theidentify
topic on whichayou
wrote to
yourpublish
op-ed piece. your piece.
Use the
chart
way

You will develop your informational research report by taking it through each
of the steps of the writing process: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing,
and publishing. You will also have an opportunity to use your informational
research report in an oral report or multimedia presentation involving text
and graphics that uses technology available to you. To preview the criteria for
how your research report will be evaluated, see the rubric on page 247.

FEATURE ASSIGNMENT

Research Writing:
Informational Research Report

What else would you like to know about this topic?

An effective informational research report has these characteristics:

• Brainstorm for several questions you would like to research

• A clear thesis statement that
explains the conclusions of
the research and how those
conclusions will be supported
with evidence

and then
consult, or discuss,
with others.
Then decide
which
If your
audience
is…
…then
publish
it by…
question is your major research question.

swer these
• Formulate, or develop, a plan about how you will answer
Students
or adults at
• Readingtion—on
it over
the school public address system
the
questions. Decide where you will find more information—on
school
Internet, at the library, or through other
sources.
• Posting
your piece online and inviting responses
ough with
• Finally, learn more about your topic by following through

your re
People
inresearch
your plan.
• Submitting it to your local television news
T
The Big Question: Why Write? What is yourr point of
neighborhood
or city
Submitting
it to your town newspaper
v
view? How did you determine if•you
convinced others?

190

Research writing is a way to gather information, and then synthesize, or
combine, that information into a report for others to read. In this chapter,
you will write an informational research report. Your report will provide
information about a topic that interests you. Before you write, you will
search for information about your topic in different kinds of sources. You
will decide which facts and details to use in your report, and organize
your ideas clearly for your audience.

Extend Your Research

Persuasive Writing

Think more about the topic on which you wrote your op-ed piece.
What else would you like to know about this topic?
• Brainstorm for several questions you would like to research
and then consult, or discuss, with others. Then decide which
question is your major research question.

0132531410_170-195_FINAL.indd 190
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swer these
• Formulate, or develop, a plan about how you will answer
tion—on the
questions. Decide where you will find more information—on
Internet, at the library, or through other sources.
• Finally, learn more about your topic by following through
ough with
your research
plan.
re
T
The
Big Question: Why Write? What is yourr point of
v
view? How did you determine if you convinced others?

• Quotations from—as well as
summaries or paraphrases
of—research findings, based on
reliable and accurate primary
and secondary sources

• Graphics, such as charts, maps, or
illustrations, that help explain the
research
• Proper documentation of sources
to show where the writer found
information
• Effective sentence structure and
correct spelling, grammar, and
usage

• Clearly organized evidence,
in the form of relevant facts and
details, that explains the topic
and the writer’s conclusions

224

Research Writing

Research Writing
0132531410_222-255_FINAL.indd 224

• O
 pportunities to develop students’ research
writing within lessons
• In-depth instruction in the culminating
Research Writing Chapter
• Focus on processes required to gather, analyze,
and synthesize information
• MLA style guide for listing sources

21/05/10 4:09 PM

The Prentice Hall
Research Companion

Pearson SourceCheck:
A Plagiarism Checker

Online eText supports every stage
of research writing and includes
strategies to avoid plagiarism.
(Available online only.)

• Monitor plagiarism instantly
• Check students’ writing against
	
millions of online sources, including
essays from previous students
• Access clear and readable reports

PHWritingCoach.com

24
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Persuasive Writing
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Customize Instruction and Save Time
SuccessNet Plus

Save Hours Reviewing Papers
and Planning Lessons
Writing Coach Online is your teaching partner, supporting everything
you do—from planning writing assignments to assigning personalized
practice. It saves you time so you can teach, inspire, and advise.

Paragraph and
Essay Scorer
Students can submit their
paragraph or essay for instant
feedback and a score.
Spend More Hours
Teaching— Not
Reviewing Essays!

ts, then

If you have 105 studen

105
x 8 essays
x 2 drafts
x 20 minutes per draft

OV ER 50 0 HO UR S!

Time Saver
Support your instruction and planning.
• Customized online lesson planner
• Paragraph Scorer
• Essay Scorer
• Personalized writing feedback
• Interactive graphic organizers
• Instructional videos
• Diagnostic tests
• Individualized grammar game plan
• Animated grammar tutorials
• Grammar video games
• Instant reporting

Highly Visual Mastery Reports
Clear, precise reports help you
view results and track progress for
each student in your class.

The PLUS Behind SuccessNet Plus
No other online system makes teaching more manageable.
• Sets individual learner levels
• Instantly delivers content to suit each learner’s ability level
• Updates learner levels based on performance
• Assigns remediation activities
• Customizes lesson plans and assessment

26

Instantly
Monitor
Standards
Mastery

PHWritingCoach.com
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New Mobile Learning
iBooks

Textbooks for the iPad®

Coaching every student to be a winning writer!

New multi-touch Writing Coach textbooks make learning more dynamic—one tap,
swipe, and pinch at a time! This powerful program created exclusively for the iPad makes
learning writing and grammar come alive like never before. The strategically designed and
chunked content focuses students’ attention on one concept at a time with interactive
elements that engage and empower students.

Feature Assignment Prewriting Feature Assignment Prewriting F

essment Writing for Assessment Writing for Assessment Writing fo

Writing for Assessment

Plan Your Piece

Some tests include a prompt that asks you to critique a research
plan. Use these prompts to practice. In your response, use the
characteristics of your informational research report. (See page 224.)

You will use a graphic organizer like the one shown to define your
focus, gather details, and plan your piece. When it is complete,
you will be ready to write your first draft.

SENTENCES,
PARAGRAPHS, and
COMPOSITIONS
Good writers know that strong sentences
and paragraphs help to construct
effective compositions. Chapter 4 will
help you use these building blocks to
structure and style excellent writing. It
will also present ways to use rhetorical
and literary devices and online tools to
strengthen your writing.

A sentence is a group of words with two main parts: a subject and a
predicate. Together, these parts express a complete thought.
A paragraph is built from a group of sentences that share a common
idea and work together to express that idea clearly. The start of a new
paragraph has visual clues—either an indent of several spaces in the
first line or an extra line of space above it.

Plot Events

BEGINNING
• A few details about who I
am
• The topic of the story
• Hint about why I’m telling
the story

•
• I was a coach’s helper in
the Soccer Kidz league.
•

MIDDLE
• Action revealing the problem (conflict) and the
reason(s) that it happened
• Specific details/quotations
about how the problem got
worse and why it needed to
be solved

• Problem: Kids were too
young to understand
the idea of teamwork.
•
•

END
• Action that ended the
problem (resolution)
• The consequences of that
action

Write a research plan about a person or
event related to an American president.
Your plan should include a research topic
and question, a list of possible sources,
the audience, and the steps you’ll take
following a timeline. [30 minutes]

The ABCDs of On-Demand Writing

Academic Vocabulary
A research plan tells what
your major research subject
is and what sources you will
use. It also includes a timeline
for researching, drafting, and
finalizing your report. One of the
most important steps is narrowing
your research question for a brief
research report.

Use the following ABCDs to help you respond to the prompt.
Before you write your draft:

A

ttack the prompt

[1 MINUTE]

• Circle or highlight important verbs in the prompt. Draw a line
from the verb to what it refers to.
• Rewrite the prompt in your own words.

B

rainstorm possible answers

[4 MINUTES]

• Create a graphic organizer to generate ideas.
• Use one for each part of the prompt if necessary.

• Solution: Had kids think of the
game as if acting out a story.

C

•

hoose the order of your response

[1 MINUTE]

• Think about the best way to organize your ideas.
• Number your ideas in the order you will write about them.
Cross out ideas you will not be using.

SETTING: Soccer field at Lincoln Park
CHARACTERS: Me, Coach Tyler, Julia, Enrique,
,

In a good piece of writing, each paragraph supports, develops, or
explains the main idea of the whole work. Of course, the traits of
effective writing—ideas, organization, voice, word choice, sentence
fluency, conventions—appear in each paragraph as well.

Research Plan Prompt

Format
Write your research plan in
the form of an outline. List
everything you would do in the
order you would do it. Use a
main heading, such as Topic,
and subheadings, for example,
Primary Sources.

Develop Your Personal Narrative
Part of Story

NONFICTION
NARRATION

The Building Blocks:
Sentences and Paragraphs

Try It! Read the prompt carefully, and then create a detailed
research plan. Use the ABCDs of On-Demand Writing to
help you plan and write your research plan.

Define Your Focus Your narrative should have a clearly defined
focus. Complete a chart that uses chronological order to show a
conflict and resolution. Include details that show the importance
of or reason for actions in the narrative, as well as their
consequences.

Meets 100% of the
CCSS for Writing,
Speaking and Listening,
and Language!

After you write your draft:

D

etect errors before turning in the draft

[1 MINUTE]

• Carefully reread your writing.
• Look for spelling, punctuation, and grammar errors.
• Make sure that your response makes sense and is complete.

48

74
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Research Writing
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64

Find It
FIX IT

Nonfiction Narration

0132531410_064-089_FINAL.indd 64

• Interactive images and videos at point-of-use
• Concepts presented in user-controlled segments
• A wealth of interactive Keynote presentations and
solution animations
• Interactive multiple-choice self-checks for example
questions, prompts, activities and standardized testing
• Visual glossary and interactive flashcards
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Major
Grammatical
Errors
and How to
Fix Them

Grammar Game Plan

0132529866_272-292_1st.indd 272
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This handy
guide will help you
find and fix errors
in your writing!

Grammar Game Plan
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Interactive Features

28

Narrative Nonfiction
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For more
information,
please contact
your Pearson
Account
Executive

PHWritingCoach.com
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Coaching every student to
be a winning writer!

W

RI

TING COAC

Aligned to Common Core Standards
Download Correlations at PHWritingCoach.com

H

PHWritingCoach.com

Writing Coach Online
• Student Edition eText
• Teacher’s Edition eText
– Prentice Hall Research Handbook eText
– All-in-One Workbook eText with Answer Key
• Interactive Writing Coach with paragraph and
essay scoring
• Interactive graphic organizers
• Interactive models
• Online journal
iBooks also
• Grammar tutorials
available!
• Diagnostic tests
• Customized lesson planners
• Video library
• Writing in the Content Areas support
• Advanced Placement* resources
• Sentence diagramming
• Pearson SourceCheck: A Plagiarism Checker
• MySearchLab: An online research tool

Sample our complete online program.
PHWritingCoach.com

Student Edition
•
•
•
•

5-stage writing process lessons
21st Century Skills and writing for multimedia
Comprehensive grammar, usage, and mechanics
Test prep review and practice

Teacher’s Edition
• Annotated lessons
• Flexible lesson planning and pacing
• Differentiated instruction

When prompted, enter the access code
for your grade:

PHWritingCoach.com
800-848-9500
International customers: visit
PearsonGlobalSchools.com
Copyright Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
ADV: 978-1-4182-9480-9 (FOR REP ORDERS)
SAM: 0-13-316684-8

ExamView Test Generator CD-ROM
• D
 iagnostic, formative, and summative
assessments included
• Customize test questions and formats
• Use test bank items
• Paper or online tests in minutes
 dvanced Placement Program, AP, and Pre-AP are registered
A
trademarks of the College Entrance Examination Board, which
was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse,
this product.
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